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Discussions of creativity and university governance often conflate multiple kinds of creativity–governance relations. Focusing on the ‘third kind’ of creativity–governance relations in universities, I discuss the role of creativity in prospecting governance models. In other words, this paper focuses on the methods for creatively seeking (third kind) creative governance models (second kind) that foster academic creativity (first kind). I argue that the methods of prospecting governance models are subject to institutional dynamics that steer such search off the path of creativity. I note in particular two such institutional dynamics that track the prospecting process – namely, professional expertise and referentiality – and I argue that these institutional dynamics generate inherent tension in the governance of creativity in universities. I illustrate these claims with findings from a large-scale research project on the branding of universities.

Introduction

Science springs from creative thinking, and academia blossoms when creativity is encouraged and subsidized. To allow for science and academia to thrive, policymakers and university leaders labour to design governance structures that, while regulating and administering science, do not tie a noose of red tape around its creative spirit. Therefore, policymakers and university leaders are concerned about the inherent tension between university governance structures (which increasingly take corporate governance as a model for effective administration and demand processes of measureable evaluation) and university missions (which declare the social role of universities as centres of creative scientific ventures, founded upon the ethos of academic freedom and the importance of basic science). However, such discussions of creativity and university governance often conflate multiple kinds of creativity–governance relations.
Specifically, creativity relates to university governance in three ways. In the first, creativity is conceived as the universities’ output. From this perspective, universities are hubs for creative thinking, sources of novel models and products, and incubators for scientific and technological breakthroughs. Therefore, challenges come from the manner in which university governance directs and supports a university’s role as a hub for creative thinking and doing. The second kind refers to creativity in university governance. Here, the burden of creativity is on governance itself, with a particular focus on the creativity of structures, practices, and behaviours in enabling universities’ creativity. The third kind refers to the method of establishing the kind of creative governance that enables and supports universities’ creativity. From this perspective, the challenge when fostering creativity is in seeking appropriate governance models in general – and, specifically, schemes of creative university governance that aims at enabling and supporting academic creativity. This paper orients the discussion of creativity and university governance towards this third kind; it is therefore guided by the question: what is creativity’s place in the process of prospecting and establishing universities’ governance models? The following analysis suggests several institutional processes that drive the search for universities’ governance models. I draw on the specific governance mode of branding universities. Although branding is mostly concerned with universities looking creative and less about universities being creative, the penetration of branding practices into universities is a most illuminating example for the prospecting of ‘best practice’ models for university governance. Relying on examples from branding of universities, I identify two institutional factors that drive the prospecting for university governance models: the authority of expertise and referentiality. I argue that these institutional processes drive university leaders away from creative governance that fosters creative academia. In other words, I argue that institutional dynamics drive us to seek governance models in an uncreative manner, which, in turn, misdirects universities in their attempts to become well-governed hubs for social, scientific and technological creativity.

The Three Kinds of Creativity–Governance Relations in Universities

Unlike general workplaces, the innovation for which is often understood as springing from creative culture, universities are particularly endowed with innovation, novelty, and breakthroughs – and thus with creativity. Therefore, beyond the characteristics of the individual worker or scientist, and beyond the dynamics of the work or lab team, universities are understood to be organizations for, and of, creative activity. At either level of analysis, creativity is defined as idea generation that depends on the novelty and usefulness of those ideas, even if they are not necessarily linked to applications or implementations; creativity is thus distinct from innovation. Still, while there are several roadblocks in creativity research, much of the recent interest in creativity and organizations is driven by the definition of creativity as a precursor to innovation – and thus by creativity’s contribution, however indirect, to economic and social progress.
The insight that organizational success hinges on creativity and innovation is amplified with regard to universities, which, more than other knowledge-economy organizations, are oriented towards the production of creative ideas. This understanding draws upon the ethos of science and academia, which could be labelled organized scepticism, as excellence is defined by breakthroughs and by the novelty of ideas – even if most academic activity is closer to knowledge exploitation (incremental innovation) than to knowledge exploration (revolutionary science). As noted earlier, universities are considered hubs for creative thinking, sources of novel models and products, and incubators for scientific and technological breakthroughs. This is further fuelled by the recent redefinition of universities’ social role; they are now considered active participants in the regional or global knowledge economy. In this way, the first kind of university creativity–governance tie is based on the idea that creativity is the universities’ (and their administrations’) output and that their goal is thus to foster creativity. While creativity is often thought of as being ungovernable in organizations, university administrations are nevertheless geared towards the governance of academic creativity, thus allowing researchers and scholars to excel as creative thinkers and to produce creative ideas.

University governance, especially during the past few decades of rapid global changes in academia, has faced challenges in navigating between the ethos of academic freedom and the rapidly expanding model of rationalized university management. On the one hand, academic autonomy has been sanctified as a core principal of academic identity for individual scientists and universities alike, thus ideologically securing depoliticized and unbiased research. On the other hand, university administration has been undergoing an intense managerialist transformation and has been penetrated by expansive rationalization and by related practices such as regulation, auditing and accountability, and quantification and ranking. This inherent tension between autonomy and managerialism has affected a variety of university administrative practices, not the least of which is the transformation of universities into modern, or hyper-rationalized, organizations thus further empowering the hyper-rationalized form of university administration. One integral part of this mode of governance is the persistent drive towards change – the quest for creative ideas to improve administrative performance. While much of the literature on creative management focuses on leaders and top managers, pressure is mounting to adjust universities’ governance modes – including technology, professionalization, and quality evaluation – so that universities can continue aiming for their long-standing goal of serving as hubs for creative science. In this way, the second kind of creativity–governance tie is focused on creative governance itself, and particularly on the use of creative university governance to allow universities to keep serving as creative hubs in spite of the inherent tension between academic autonomy and managerialism.

As university leaders and higher-education policymakers are concerned about how to identify appropriate governance models to fit with the global changes in universities, the third kind of creativity–governance tie is related to this quest for appropriate governance models. This third tie is concerned with methods for
creatively seeking creative governance models that foster academic creativity – emphasizing the threefold connection between creativity and the governance of universities. The focus in this third regard is not on creative output or on creative management but, rather, on the creative generation of appropriate university governance models. In this sense, this third kind of creativity-governance relations in universities has only an indirect impact on academic creativity: it is concerned with the process of forming and reforming governance practices, rather than necessarily with the output of such a governance regime. This indirect link with creativity is through the aspiration to secure creativity in university process and output (first kind) through establishing creativity-minded university governance (second kind) by infusing creativity into the search for models of university governance (third kind). As illustrated in the following analysis, this third kind of creativity-governance relations in universities is governed by institutional factors – specifically here, the authority of expertise and referentiality – which affect also other processes related to governance, in universities as in other organizations and with regard to creativity as with other initiatives. In the remainder of this paper, I draw on the example of university branding to illustrate the institutional dynamics that bound creativity in the process of prospecting and establishing university governance models.

University Branding

In line with the culture of ‘the expressive organization’, universities are increasingly consumed by strategizing their identities, managing their public reputations, and marketing their image in addition to their activities and services. As a result, branding has emerged as a common practice among higher education organizations, regardless of their national origin, academic scope, and size or capacity. Indeed, university branding campaigns that are similar in theme and procedure have been launched in the past two decades in countries as diverse as Finland, Germany, Hong Kong, Israel, Malaysia, Norway, Singapore, Sweden and the UK.

Focusing specifically on the restyling of university iconography, Achim Oberg, Giuseppe Delmestri and I have identified several clear trends in university branding. First, we trace university branding initiatives that are widespread across the world, noting that such initiatives commonly feature a standard set of branding activities that, in addition to restyling the university’s iconography, also include a brand book, trademarking, media campaigns and press releases. Second, we trace a change from emblems (iconographic styles that represent such abstract concepts as truth, enlightenment, or scholarship) to logos (branded iconographic styles that are concerned with recognition and visibility and with the translation of both these concepts into value). Third, while we identify four visualized identity narratives across 850 universities in 22 countries, the logo-stylized visualized identity narrative is currently overtaking the three emblematized narratives. Specifically, the logo-stylized organizational narrative, which removes the visualization in which the university is a distinct category of organization, is dominating university iconography worldwide. The emblematic guild-like classic narrative, the professional scientific narrative, and
the localized narrative are all being increasingly marginalized. Lastly, while the three emblematic narratives are often intermingled, the recently dominant organizational narrative is often impermeable.

Such changes to university iconography are symbolic of a shift in university governance. The organizational narrative, which currently encompasses the largest category of visualized university identity, is governed by a managerialized ideology, according to which university administration and operations are disassociated from the particulars of the sector of higher education or of the local–national context. This narrative is highly rationalized, standardized, and professionalized; it is also marketized, commercialized, and medialized.41

In this manner, several sweeping social processes converge to bring ‘brand society’42 into academia and to transform universities into branded (and branding) organizations. Overall, the dominant administrative insight among university leaders is that brand-based market differentiation has a direct impact on university recognition, but the recent branding frenzy among universities worldwide suggests that much of this drive comes from processes outside a given university or national academic field. Therefore, branding, instead of being instigated by university-specific capacities and conditions, is driven by universities’ embeddedness within world society and by the global field of higher education:

The turning points of western, now global, civilization leave their mark on university iconography, by infusing their narrative with messages about religious erudition, Enlightenment, and the rise of the nation-state. The recent rise of ‘brand society’ is carried forward by globalization and its universalistic themes, by professionalization and rationalization that also penetrate university administration, by marketization and commercialization of knowledge that is also fuelled by assumptions about fierce global competition, and by mediatization which opens new venue for legitimacy strategies.41

Such embeddedness, which drives universities to adopt governance practices that are customary in their social contexts, is ripe for institutional dynamics that would mould university governance into a rational, yet rationalized form. These dynamics, as detailed in the following sections, could be used to track the process of prospecting and establishing university governance models that lack creativity.

Before moving on to the study of such institutional dynamics, I note that branding is not a critical practice for university governance in general or specifically for the governance of creativity in universities. Rather, as noted earlier, branding is more about making the university look creative, rather than about supporting or enabling creativity per se. Nevertheless, branding helps to mark, accentuate, symbolize, and visualize the institutional dynamics that steer the search for the creative governance of university creativity. Echoing Michael Power’s commentary regarding the notion of impactfulness in universities, both branding and public relations practices illustrate a university’s reorientation towards its external audiences, and this reorientation speaks either to the porousness of universities’ boundaries or to science’s socialization.43,44 Here, I use branding practices, which are just the tip of the iceberg for university managerialism, to illustrate the creativity traps in the processes of prospecting and establishing universities’ governance models.
The Authority of Expertise

The first institutional dynamic concerns the delegation of much university governance to professional experts. Branding, in universities as in other organizations, is a highly professional practice: its experts are part of a credentialed profession which relies on encoded professional knowledge and specified training and which is commonly divided into distinct administrative units. The intensifying authority of professional expertise is evident in the rapid expansion of organizational consultancy, and, more recently, in the rapid growth of branding consultancy, particularly related to education. Such professionalization of university branding is justified as prudent management in times of increased global competition among universities. I will illustrate how professional branding experts facilitate managerialism of the sort that causes the search for governance models to veer off track.

Professionalized branding acts in complex ways to affirm the institution of the university. Branding expertise decontextualizes the university: Professional branding experts reify the definition of the university as an organization like any other by applying schematic (or generic) branding strategies to universities. Therefore, through abstraction and modelling of best-practices routines – and, therefore, through theorization – professionalized branding practices reduce the uniqueness of the institution or of academia, while also affirming the university’s position as a renewed and modern organization rather than an archaic ‘ivory tower’.

The public embarrassment of two universities following their branding campaigns provides illustrations of the extent to which branding has been professionalized and of the authority that branding experts – rather than the academic faculty – have in making important decisions regarding universities’ identities. The first such illustration is from Drake University’s 2011 branding campaign in which the university replaced its long-standing emblem. That emblem was in the form of a seal and included traditional university insignia, such as the name of the university; a rising, beaming sun; an oil lamp (the latter two symbolizing the Enlightenment); an open book (symbolizing scholarship); and the year of the school’s founding. For Drake University’s 2011 marketing campaign, the seal was replaced with a ‘D+’ logo. The explanation for this choice was that the new logo symbolizes ‘the Drake advantage’ that alumni and students experience, but the logo’s association with a subpar grade triggered public shaming of the institution’s leaders; within days, the campaign was foiled, and the seal was reinstituted as the sole icon of Drake University.

Similar embarrassment was brought upon Université Laval of Quebec, Canada, during its 2016 fundraising and alumni campaign to celebrate the university’s 350th anniversary. Université Laval’s emblem recalls the coat of arms of the House of Laval, in honour of the university’s namesake, Saint François de Laval, who was the first Bishop of Quebec: the emblem is in the form of a shield, with eagle and shell images organized around a cross, and it is coloured with the traditional Laval red and gold. The 2016 posters, which were simultaneously posted as full-page ads in several Quebec newspapers, reduced this complex emblem to a single image of an eagle, which was soaring high to symbolize excellence and was trailed by three gold and red lines.
Within hours of the ads’ appearance, bloggers started noting the resemblance of this image to the image of the Nazi Pavilion at the 1937 International Exposition in Paris. The Nazi Pavilion – which was designed by the prominent German architect Albert Speer, who later served as Minister of Armaments and War Production during the Second World War – is a 150-metre tall stone tower, topped by an eagle and a Nazi swastika; it is also marked by three vertical linear crevices. Within days, the bloggers’ intense outrage fuelled widespread newspaper reporting, which, in turn, drove Université Laval’s officials to immediately stop the advertising campaign, returning to it only after the posters were redesigned with the traditional coat of arms placed above the three red and gold vertical lines.

Both of these cases involve old, traditional universities that, like many others worldwide, were swept up in the spread of branding over the past decade. While these universities’ turns towards branding were fuelled by managerialism and by their professionalization in general, their campaigns reveal the extent to which this professionalization drives universities to leave important identity-related discussions in the hands of professional branding experts. Rather than involve academic faculty, for whom the university is their professional home – and who would therefore be sensitive to the cultural cues related to failing grades or to detested political ideologies – branding decisions were placed in the hands of branding experts, who were immersed in branding know-how regarding aesthetics, marketing, and media appeal. This caused one blogger to ask, ‘Is there no faculty of history at Laval University?’

Academic faculty contribute to such managerialist tendencies: they gladly abstain from involvement with governance decisions because the academic ethos valorizes research and teaching rather than administrative duties. In this way, the academic ethos enables the grip that professional managers and management experts, with their management knowledge, have on university governance.

Referentiality

How do universities reach the decision to rebrand, and how do they decide the form that a new logo should take? Part of the strategic exercise that commonly precedes a branding campaign is benchmarking, which involves surveys to determine the steps that the industry’s best take. The determination of comparable universities is guided by institutions’ reputations for excellence and for leadership in a given field; this process is increasingly based on rankings. Therefore, benchmarking is tied to the search for the elusive defining standards of a world-class university. In addition, benchmarking is considered to accelerate productivity because it allows for universities to learn from the mistakes and successes of model universities. More abstractly, benchmarking is also a reflection of rationalization’s use in university governance, as it carries the discourses of cause-and-effect and organizational learning (which are essential to organizational reform), as well as the practices of quality assurance, efficiency, and accountability that embody such managerialist logics.

This codified set of practices, which is known as strategic benchmarking, is a process of establishing referentiality; through this process, universities identify their
corresponding organizations, acknowledge their social categories, and define their success or failure. While the explicit aims of benchmarking strategies is focused on rational management, benchmarking also codifies a university’s identity claims. During benchmarking exercises, university leaders answer the questions ‘who we are’, ‘who we are not’, and most importantly ‘who we want to be’. Specifically, such questions pertain to whether the institution is comparable to research universities or to colleges; to globally recognized universities or to regional and local universities; and to multiversities or to single-faculty universities. Interestingly, as public and private science increasingly intermingle, universities and business increasingly cooperate – and best practices are transferred through the porous boundaries of these categories – the universities’ identity claims, as expressed (for example) in their mission statements, remain firmly bound to academia and to their core missions of teaching, research, and social import. University iconography, on the other hand, increasingly references a generalized organizational model; as noted earlier, many universities are rebranding and using logo-style icons that are stripped of any symbolic references to an academic ethos or to locality.

Colloquially, referentiality could be termed ‘the Harvard-of syndrome’ because many universities set Harvard as their idealized model and glibly take upon themselves the tag ‘Harvard of _’: ‘Harvard of the South’ (Vanderbilt University), ‘Harvard of the Middle East’ (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem), ‘Harvard of China’ (Peking University), or ‘Harvard of Taiwan’ (National Taiwan University). Singularity University, which was founded in 2008 to fashion a novel model of corporate university, is dubbed the ‘Harvard of Silicon Valley’. ‘Harvard-of’ referencing also serves as an arena for performing the competition between comparable universities; for example, Stanford University, which is often referred to as the ‘Harvard of the West’, is jesting with the recent labelling of Harvard University as ‘Stanford of the East.’ This type of nickname, or tag, referencing is sometimes reinforced with other branding practices, some of which are deliberately planned by university leaders. For example, in 2014, during Facebook’s Doppelgänger Week, when Facebook members changed their profile pictures to those of the celebrities that they most resembled, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem playfully participated by replacing the profile image of its official emblem with the official emblem of Harvard University. In this good-humoured way, while still cautious not to violate Harvard University’s proprietary rights to its logo, The Hebrew University performed its referencing: it proclaimed its identity as a Harvard-like – and therefore world-class and renowned, as well as the first in its land – research university. Such identity assertions are consequential far beyond branding: a Harvard-like self-image may also express itself in other strategy proposals, some of which more closely touch upon curricular and research matters. For example, the simple matter of redesigning The Hebrew University’s logo – which required stylistic representations of various faculties and the stylistic differentiation of the nested units of faculty, department, and institute – drove discussions of disciplinary demarcation and hierarchies of knowledge. In these ways, presumably minor administrative decisions impact core features of the institution of the university.
Regarding the third kind of creativity-governance relations, the playfulness of tag-line referentiality and the sombreness of the benchmarking strategy only thinly conceal the impact that such practices have on the methods for seeking governance models – here, those of universities. Referentiality signals that, even when universities initiate reform to create organizational change, they rely on templates borrowed from (idealized) comparable universities. Two matters are key to this compromise of creativity. The first is the reliance on templates, which are abstractions from the particular causes of success and prestige. Because it does not consider the particulars, a generalized scheme rarely delivers the hoped-for results and often erases the university’s unique features or its competitive edge. The second is the process of idealizing comparable universities, which is essentially a process in the construction of university excellence. While academic excellence is conceived as meritocratic and is increasingly metricized, ‘constructions of excellence are connected to the reproduction of inequalities in the academic system’; rather than being value-neutral, definitions of academic excellence trace hierarchies of centrality and marginality (which, for universities, follow Western meanings). Through abstraction into schematic models and the construction of a universal standard of excellence, referentiality narrows the scope of the creative search for creative university governance that can enable academic creativity.

Concluding Comments

The challenge facing leaders of academia lies in creatively prospecting governance models for creatively navigating towards academic creativity. The contemporary preoccupations that policymakers and university leaders have with creativity and governance parallel their concern with ‘innovating’ innovation. Both creativity and innovation – which touch upon the governance of organizational change in general – are increasingly managed by professionals and made up of professional knowledge, and they are thus subject to institutional dynamics. Such institutional dynamics – specifically, professional expertise and referentiality – generate inherent tension in the governance of creativity. On the one hand, professional management prioritizes creativity and advances related practices, but on the other hand, managerialism locks creativity in the iron cage of organizational practices. As Wilf explains, highlighting the impact that such professionalization has on the reproduction and reinforcement of existing patterns:

As the explosion of the field of business innovation suggests, routinized innovation represents a new cultural-organizational ethos that emphasizes constant generation of newness, new cultural knowledge that consists of systematic strategies of such generation, and new cultural artifacts that result from the application of such strategies. It is an engine of cultural evolution that might be responsible for a faster pace of such evolution.

With illustrations from universities’ recent enthusiasm for branding, I expose the institutional dynamics that have led to the lack of creativity in university governance. The global branding trend among universities is driven by, and carries the cultural
tones of, managerialism (logics and practices of administration and authority that determine organizational structure and behaviour), mediatization (logics and practices of communications that shape publicness and visibility), and marketization (exchange logics and practices that pertain to such notions as competition, profitability, and value). These trends are predicated upon professionalization – the formulation of task-relevant knowledge and of related skills – which is often complemented by certification and demarcation from other professional groups. With regard to university branding, professionalization has infused both university administrations and the branding sector. Contemporary social pressures encourage universities to become more socially relevant and socially productive, thus perforating the boundaries of academia and making universities particularly susceptible to managerialism, mediatization, and marketization and transforming universities into promotional entities. More generally, the universities’ perforated organizational boundaries enable governance models to flow toward those institutions from other sectors and other organizations.

The institutional dynamics that govern universities’ publicity, marketing and branding are also highly relevant for other practices within university management and governance. Such administrative tasks as human resources practices (e.g. hiring and promotion), financial practices (e.g. budgeting and solvency), and academic tasks (e.g. grading and admissions) are also based on such institutional principles. In this respect, these institutional dynamics dominate, not the specific activity, but the process of governance and strategy; here, the dynamics pertain to the authority of professional experts. In highlighting institutional dynamics, I steer the explanation away from human error and blame; I also do not claim that the experts to whom the governance tasks are delegated are acting mindlessly. Rather, my aim is to highlight how schematic thinking, which is at the core of professional strategy-making, is a trap when the goal is creativity. In this regard, it is the process of seeking a governance model that befits the creative governance of a creativity-inducing university that is itself uncreative.
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